INSTRUCTIONS
for
Electric Penis Pump
A Male Enhancement Vacuum System
For
Penis Enlargement
The results are faster than using a hand pump as the electric pump creates a more
uniform and a uniform and constant pressure not available with any hand pump. This
maximizes penis growth.
Your Electric Penis Pump uses a state-of-the-art vacuum system to create the most
reliable and efficient penis enhancement system.
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Two-Inch Diameter Expansion Cylinder
An Electric Pump for Constant Pressure
An Air Pressure Gauge
A Safety Release Valve
Three Rubber Constriction Rings
A Leather Constriction Ring for Post Therapy Erections

INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing the Electric Penis Pump. You are now on your way to
regaining self-confidence and enhancing your intimate life. This system was specifically
designed for assisting in Penis Enlargement.
CRITICAL
Please do not to use this pump until you slowly read all the instructions. Thank
you.
BEFORE PUMPING
Familiarize yourself with the Electric Penis Pump, and its’ operation.
Check out the ease of using the safety release valve.
Do Not Ejaculate for several hours prior to or during a session or even several
hours afterwards. This allows maximum expansion without swelling the penis.
Massage and gently stretch the penis and scrotum for 3 to 5 minutes.
Generously lubricate the head. Shaft and base of the penis. For a secure seal of
the cylinder to the body, apply a lubricant directly on the pubic hair.
Having a visual stimulant handy or a creative imagination is helpful. A friend to
assist you with visual stimulation or even light touching is also very helpful.
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OPERATION OF THE
ELECTRIC PENIS PUMP
Familiarize yourself with the pump, and how to use it. More importantly, you
need to know the location and how to use the quick-release valve.

Connect the cylinder to the Electric pump by simply inserting the long, clear
tubing onto the nozzle sticking out of the pump. This not easy to do unless you
follow these directions. Always soften the tubing before you put it onto the
nozzle. See picture above. The tubing is easily softened by putting it into very
hot or even boiling water for a minute or two. Shake off any excess water, and
then you can easily insert the tubing. Any remaining water will dry rapidly, and
the tube will shrink tightly to provide a leak-free seal.
Slide one constriction ring over the cylinder, and then down to about 1/4 inch
( about 7 mm) from the base of the cylinder. You have received 3 constriction
rings. Try the largest ring first---use the one that is the most comfortable.
Prior to beginning pumping, stimulate the penis with your hand to achieve your
best possible erection. Use a light amount of lubricant as it will assist stimulation.
It will also inhibit the penis from sticking in the cylinder as it is being pumped.
Place the cylinder over the penis, then slide the constriction ring off of the
cylinder and onto the penis.
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CRITICAL----Please Read Slowly
The Electric Penis Pump is almost completely assembled when you receive it. The
release valve handle needs to be turned totally to the open position, which means
you gently turn it counter-clockwise until it reaches the end point and stops
turning. Handle it gently; it will turn very easily. Do not turn it roughly or past the
the end point. Now insert your penis into the cylinder, and slowly turn the release
value clockwise with the pump operating. Turn it clockwise very slowly, until you
are able to change your flaccid penis into an erect penis.
After you have completed pumping, and you have a fully erect penis, slide the
ring off the cylinder and onto the base of the shaft of the penis while
simultaneously releasing the pressure from the cylinder and removing the
cylinder from the penis. The ring will then help you to stay erect and engage in
sex.
Subsequently, wash penis and groin area thoroughly with an antibacterial soap
and warm water.
DO NOT keep constriction ring on for more then 45 minutes.
DO NOT sleep with constriction ring on. If penis becomes bruised as a result of
using the constriction rings, discontinue usage until bruising heals. If there is
any pain, consult a physician.
You can further increase the enlargement process rate by the use of the leather
strap. Secure snugly but comfortably the leather penis strap under the scrotum
and snapped over the penis after your pumping session. Erection constriction
rings should never be worn whenever the strap is being used.

The gauge is a technical tool that measures pressure, and the dial should never
be at any value that is uncomfortable for you to use. If you look at it carefully,
you will see large numbers printed on the dial face, and many small increments in
between the numbers. As you begin your initial vacuum pumping, always use a
pressure that is very comfortable. In fact, it should always be comfortable.
During the first month or so, always use the same pressure. After about one
month, you can increase the pressure. Only increase the level very slightly. For
example, where ever the needle of the gauge is pointing during the first month, it
only needs to move one to three small increments on the dial. Do not try to
increase from one digit to another. Increasing pressure must be done very
gradually.

You should be pumping for about 5 minutes per session in the first 6 week period,
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and subsequently after this time, you can do a second 5 minutes pumping session.
It is best to use the Electric Pump three days within every 7 to 8 days, skipping
one or two days in between. Never use the penis cylinder two days in a row--Like body building , it is important to allow the tissues to heal.
You should see some results after about 6 weeks or so, and permanent results
after 3 to 4 months,

CAUTION
If you have symptoms of erectile dysfunction (i.e., inability to achieve an
erection sufficient for sexual intercourse), consult your physician prior to using
this device to avoid a potentially harmful delay in diagnosing any of the most
common causes of this condition, such as diabetes, multiple sclerosis, cirrhosis
of the liver, chronic renal failure, or alcoholism.
Apply the minimum amount of pressure necessary to achieve an erection. Stop
using if any pain occurs. Do not use if under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
Misuse may result in aggravation of existing medical conditions, swelling, of the
penis, or permanent injury to the penis. Do not use electrically powered pumps in
or near water. Consult a doctor and discontinue use if you experience prolonged
pain, redness, irritation or bruising.
Disclaimer:
This item is sold as a novelty item only. No medical claims are warranted or
implied by the use of this product.
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